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ABSTRACT
Scholarly questions about the effects of scales of analysis on data
interpretation have been particularly pertinent to historical archaeologists, and
have arisen in concert with the continuing push to expand the technical and
analytical boundaries of the discipline. The advent of Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) has facilitated the mapping and analysis of artifact distributions
at large scales, as well as the easy revisualization of data in multiple scales.
GIS has become the tool of choice for landscape archaeological approaches,
which favor regional-scale surveys. While a growing body of literature exists
regarding regional-scale analysis of overland trail systems, very little has been
written about trail networks in riverine systems. By contrasting regional-scale
and bodily-scale analyses of the riverine trail networks identified in the 1899
work of William Ganong, A Monograph of Historic Sites in the Province of New
Brunswick, this paper explores the limitations of regional-scale approaches to
analyses of movement. I it I argue that the complexity of processes that
determine the accessibility of routes, revealed though this analysis of
movement on different scales, complicates conclusions drawn from solely
regional-scale analyses of paths and trails.
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Introduction
Trails and paths are physical records o f human movement through the landscape.
They materialize engineering and navigation techniques, local understandings o f place,
and memory. As material records, they provide anthropologists and archaeologists with
an understanding of past infrastructure, as well as clues to social and political structure
and the organization of economic exchange. Trails and paths permit the understanding o f
movement at multiple scales, from the embodied to the regional, but they also complicate
archaeological approaches to material culture analysis. Questions o f scale can be
particularly difficult when analyzing trails and pathways— their web-like networks are
difficult to situate as features as they lack the boundaries o f traditional archaeological
sites.
Issues of scale are familiar to archaeologists, who have been conducting largescale regional surveys since the early days o f the discipline (see Willey 1955). Critical
discussion of scalar issues arose during the processual turn o f the 1960s, in tandem with
the push for an expansion o f the technical and analytical boundaries o f the field (Deetz
1993). This turn towards quantitative analysis, coupled with the advent o f computer
modeling and Geographic Information Systems, or GIS, facilitated the mapping of
artifact and site distributions, and allowed archaeological projects to expand beyond
regional scales and address the supra-regional infrastructure o f states and empires
through geographical statistics.
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Previous work on trail and path networks has largely been conducted at regional
scales.These networks have received a great deal o f attention in western Europe in
conjunction with the development of landscape archaeology, which draws attention to the
ways people shaped, defined, and experienced landscapes in the past (Snead et al.
2011:5). In the Americas, analysis o f trails, pathways, roads, and causeways has been
largely focused on the pre-Columbian states and empires o f South America, with some
analysis o f networks in Mesoamerica and the American Southwest (Snead et al. 2011:7).
In these settings, roads and pathways have formed an integral part o f landscapes o f
monumental architecture and regional movement. Little archaeological attention has been
paid to networks in non-monumental settings, in other areas in North America (Snead et
al. 2011:9).
Documentary records exist for trail networks in several areas in North America,
but a particularly detailed record exists for the Canadian Maritime province o f New
Brunswick. This province is notable for its dense riverine systems and porous coastline,
which make it especially easy to traverse by canoe. Researchers addressing the
archaeology of trails have often dismissed the need for the analysis o f trails in riverine
systems, because they believed rivers eliminated the need for the networks o f pathways
that could be subjected to archaeological analysis (Earle 2011:261, 263). In New
Brunswick, however, in the late 19th century, the well-known botanist and antiquarian
William F. Ganong interviewed residents and compiled previously-mapped pathways into
a regional-scale compendium o f portage paths. The portages described in Ganong’s A
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Monograph o f Historic Sites in the Province o f New Brunswick (1899) formed a network
o f routes that connected riverine courses o f travel. Along these paths, canoes and goods
could be carried, avoiding rapids or areas o f low water. Ganong paired his maps with
narrative descriptions o f the portage routes, and these narratives provide additional
insight into the attributes of each route and the variability o f route accessibility.
The historic and cartographic material collected by Ganong, coupled with data
about fluctuations in accessibility and connectivity in the network o f portage paths, reveal
the constantly changing attributes o f these routes. Despite such dynamism and fluidity,
these routes are artifacts; in other words, they are multi-attribute material remains of
human activity. Previous analyses o f path systems have focused on how the patterning of
the attributes in these systems reflect social systems or economic exchange. Still, these
analyses fail to account for the ways that processes happening at large scales (like
seasonal variation) and at small scales (like canoe technologies) would have together
created a dynamic path network— a network o f constantly changing connectivity. In this
paper, I move from an analysis o f fluctuations in portage networks o f New Brunswick at
a regional scale, to an individual-scale analysis o f the ways that canoe technology and
maneuvering technique could mitigate these seasonal restrictions on movement. The use
o f canoes and maneuvering techniques enabled people to increase the distance they were
able to traverse during times o f low water, and increase their speed o f travel during high
water times. I argue that the complexity o f processes that determine the accessibility of
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routes, revealed though this analysis on different scales, complicates conclusions drawn
from solely regional-scale analyses o f paths and trails as static entities.
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Background: From Paths and Trails to Movement
“Rivers are good to think with.” So says Matt Edgeworth, who encouraged
archaeologists to break down polarities o f thought, boundaries, and disciplinary lines in
his recent call for the development o f an “archaeology o f flow.” “Flow itself,” he
continues, “challenges us to adopt more fluid and dynamic forms o f investigation. To
think in terms of flow leads to a greater emphasis on continuities— less on
discontinuities” (Edgeworth 2011).
Edgeworth’s challenge is a continuation o f a long archaeological scholarly focus
on issues of scale, pattern, and process, and the connections between them. Early scholars
sought patterns in assemblages o f material remains; by grouping these collections based
on observed traits and establishing chronologies, culture-histories could be reconstructed
(Lock 2003:2). Archaeologists became increasingly interested in expanding their analysis
from patterns within assemblages to patterns across sites (See South 1978). With the
advent o f aerial photography, large-scale analysis o f spatial patterning across landscapes
became feasible. Gordon Willey pioneered the study o f settlement patterning in the 1940s
and 50s through his analysis o f sites in Peru’s Viru Valley (1955). Rather than examine
each settlement site individually, Willey sought to understand the relationship o f sites to
the valley landscape and community as a whole. By the 1960s, archaeologists had
become increasingly interested in developing testable hypotheses about the development
o f spatial relationships in and between sites o f human activity.
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Settlement pattern studies in the 1960s largely followed two different avenues o f
investigation. The first was ecological in focus, and assumed that settlement patterns
were primarily the product of interactions between environment and technology. The
second approach utilized settlement pattern data as the basis for making inferences about
the social, political, and religious organization o f people in the past (Linebaugh and and
Robinson 1994:1). Trigger sought to understand the relationship between the size and
distribution o f sites and the social and political organization o f complex societies (Trigger
1978:168-169). He advocated the utilization o f settlement pattern data at three scales:
individual buildings, community layout, and zonal patterns. Patterns displayed at each
scalar level could be seen as functionally related to different aspects o f a culture—
individual structures could furnish information about family organization or craft
specialization, while zonal-scale patterns could provide information about trade or
warfare (Linebaugh and and Robinson 1994:1).
Post-processual archaeologists questioned the validity o f straightforward ties
between data and past culture. Instead, they understood the relationship between the
archaeologist and archaeological material record as an interpretive discourse between
subject and object (Lock 2003:2). Archaeologists who follow phenomenological
approaches to the study of past landscapes believe this interpretive discourse to be
situated in the body of the archaeologist. This is because they understand the human body
to be the principal element in the experience o f our surroundings; a vehicle shared
between peoples of the present and the past (Snead et. al. 2011:14). They emphasize the
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subjectivity of human experience, and at times, utilize their bodily experiences as a
medium to access past experiences o f place and space. Tilley’s (1994) study on
monumental paleolithic barrow structures in Great Britain, for example, draws upon his
physical experience to aid in the interpretation o f relationships between sites in the
landscape. Tilley conceptualizes paths and trails as akin to textual inscriptions,
formulated through bodily action, in the form o f pedestrian speech acts (Tilley
1994:28-30).
In past research, archaeological analysis o f trails and pathways has spanned the
theoretical and scalar spectrum. In the Americas, research on paths and trail systems was
spurred by Trombold’s (1991) edited volume, Ancient Road Networks and Settlement
Hierarchies in the New World, which made the case that trails, paths, and roads could be
treated as elements o f the built environment and analyzed, described, and classified on a
regional scale, much like the process followed in settlement pattern studies. The
integration o f digital tools with archaeological practice has become an integral part o f this
analysis; GIS, remote sensing, and computer simulation are capable o f quickly producing,
processing, and synthesizing large quantities o f different types o f data. The construction
of visualscapes, which depict which areas are visible from vantage points around a
region, and least-cost path models, which calculate the least difficult routes o f movement
through the landscape, are two increasingly popular ways o f uncovering the locations o f
past trails in the landscape. In some studies, these digital tools have been used in an
attempt to bridge the gap between the world-as-experienced and the world-as-mapped, by
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incorporating elements o f the embodied experience into large-scale maps (Snead et al.
2011:12).

Emerging theories o f mobility in related fields o f anthropology have touched on
some of the difficulties experienced by archaeologists who attempt to develop
archaeologies o f paths and trails. Issues o f site definition and scale are daunting when it
comes to trails, which cannot be reduced to bounded spaces. “By their nature, trails,
paths, and roads often have no beginning or end” (Snead et al. 2011:2-3). In addition,
temporally, trails, paths, and roads have long lifespans— in many cases their use spans
centuries, and may continue to the present time. In their new mobilities paradigm, Sheller
and Urry categorized landscapes as “endless regimes o f flows” that move at “different
speeds, scales, and viscosities” (2006:213). ‘Flow ’ as a way to conceptualize trails and
pathways has found purchase among archaeologists, particularly among those scholars
who seek to investigate informal, ad hoc paths, as opposed to more formal routes like
causeways and roads. Ingold’s work on movement represents one visualization o f flow;
Ingold understood all organisms as constituted within a relational field. According to
Ingold, trails are “lines o f becoming”, which are not defined in terms o f connectable
points, as they are continually emerging and changing (Ingold 2008:1803).
Though “flow” as a concept shifts the focus o f analysis from the construction o f a
static network to a consideration o f the dynamic and variable nature o f movement, it
tends to compress the diversity o f individual experiences in traversing trails into idealized
types. In Rockefeller’s critique, he argues that “flow, as an image o f agentless movement

with no starting point and no telos can elide agency, privilege the large scale over the
small, and in the process rhetorically align the observer with the perspective o f a
manager” (Rockefeller 2011:558). This is problematic, for the patterns o f movement that
have been described as flows are “cobbled together by actors and observers from
extremely heterogeneous actions, projects, and interactions that occur at many different
scales” (Rockefeller 2011:567). Cresswell (2010), also engaging with theories o f flow,
argues for the development of a “politics o f mobility” that accounts for the entanglement
o f diverse varieties of “motive force, speed, rhythm, route, experience, and friction” (19).
According to Cresswell, “mobilities need moorings” (2010:29).
Though the riverine system in New Brunswick is certainly in a constant state of
flow, I contend that the rivers o f New Brunswick are “good to think with” because they
highlight the frictions and dynamism o f movement through complex trail system. Rather
than facilitating travel as a network o f neutral, unimpeded flows, the seasonality o f the
river system constrained or expedited movement, presenting a constellation o f challenges
that complicated movement through the province. According to Bourdieu (1977) and
Giddens (1984), there is a complex, recursive relationship between human agency and
structure; accordingly, the portage path network can be envisioned as both emerging
through and shaping the actions of human agents. The ethnographic and historic
evidence available for New Brunswick illuminates the ways that people encountered,
negotiated with, and overcame the difficulties o f movement through the province with the
creation o f portage trails, the development o f techniques o f movement, and canoe
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technology. By considering the portage trails through the New Brunswick landscape
cumulative evidence of this process, involving different actors moving for different
purposes in different periods, it becomes clear that in the case o f paths and trails, simply
affiliating types of static spatial patterns with social structures may result in ambiguous
conclusions. To understand movement through the province o f New Brunswick, an
archaeologist must make sense o f the ways that seasonal fluctuations— processes
happening at the regional level— and technology and technique— occurring at the level of
the individual— together affected the movements that resulted in the creation o f the
portage path record over time.
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Ganong’s Portage Path Data: AVast Temporal Scale
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Figure 1: Ganong’s reproduction of Francis Joseph’s 1708 map
of the portages through the lakes in the township of Whiting
(Ganong 1899:244).

In William F. Ganong’s 1899 manuscript, A Monograph o f Historic Sites in the
Province o f New Brunswick, Ganong presented an analysis o f portage paths and routes o f
travel used by the indigenous people o f the province. A native o f New Brunswick,
Ganong gathered the material for his monograph by consulting old colonial, “explorationera”, and early geological survey maps o f the region for portage markings, by analyzing
colonial and indigenous place names, consulting with local residents, and in some cases,
walking the terrain in uncertain areas to identify likely portage routes (Ganong
1899:237-238). He compiled his data in a series o f narrative descriptions o f portage
paths, and also included several small detail maps o f portage paths. Some o f these maps
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were reproductions of drawings of locals, instead o f maps produced by Ganong (See
Figure 1).
Ganong acknowledged that the portage paths had been used for a very long time,
and were still in use at the time of the manuscript’s compilation. He says:
Gesner states that one o f the most used, that between Eel River Lake and North
Lake, on the route from the St. John to the Penobscot, had been used so long that
the solid rocks had been worn into furrows by the tread o f moccasined feet... I
have seen something very similar on the old portage path around Indian Falls on
the Nepisiguit, but I am inclined to think it is the hob-nailed and spiked shoes of
the lumbermen which have scored these rocks. [Ganong 1899:236-237]
Ganong’s survey of the path infrastructure took place during a boom in the lumber
industry that had profoundly reshaped the landscape o f New Brunswick, and it is
important to understand how intensification in fishing, fur-trading, and lumber
harvesting, all associated with colonization, affected the portage paths that he was able to
observe.
Ganong divided New Brunwick into seven districts, including the Passamaquoddy
district (composed o f the Chiputneticook-St. Croix drainage and Passamaquoddy Bay),
the St. John district (the St. John drainage area), and the Petitcodiac-Missequash,
Richibucto, Miramichi, Nepisiquit, and Restigouche districts (which today form the
eastern coastline) (see Figure 7). Most archaeological work to date has been done in the
Passamaquoddy and St. John areas. Archaeologists generally agree that there was a
largely unbroken cultural sequence in the region for the 1500-year-span prior to European
contact (Deal 2002:321). Ongoing research suggests a trend from the Middle to Late
Woodland period (Middle Woodland ca. 2000-1000 B.P, Late Woodland ca. 1000-500
12

B.P.) towards the increased exploitation o f a wider range o f resources through trade, and
the adoption of agriculture by communities in the region (Deal 2002:321). Archaeologists
understand the communities of Passamaquoddy, Wolastoqiyik (Maliseet), and M ik’maq
who lived in the area at the time of European contact to be descendants o f Late Archaic
populations in the area (Deal 2002:321).
In the Passamaquoddy district, around the bay area, archaeological research
suggests that ancestral communities relied heavily on sea-mammal hunting for food, due
to the relative richness of marine resources in the area. Older communities were
established on outlying islands, but towards the Late Woodland and early historic period,
people shifted towards building major residential villages at the heads o f tide1 o f major
rivers, while maintaining smaller sites for resource-gathering on the islands (Deal
2002:332). The Chiputneticook-St. Croix drainage area, as well as the area around
Spednic Lake, are believed to have been the principal interior resource areas for the
Passamaquoddy (Deal 2002:333) The Saint John drainage basin and the Tobique and
Temiscouata rivers up to the St. Lawrence river, which together compose Ganong’s Saint
John district, were major portions o f Wolastoq territory in the historic period (Deal
2002:334). Archaeological work in this region has been less comprehensive to date than
in nearby areas, but Burke’s (2000) investigations suggest that Wolastoq populations
along the St. John were loosely divided into two groups— an interior-dwelling group,

1 The ‘head o f tide’ or tidal limit is the furthest point upriver where the river depth
fluctuates with the effects of the tides. It is considered to be the inland boundary of a
river’s estuary.
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characterized by small family bands that used major lithic resources as they completed
their annual round, and a coastal group that was more sedentary and utilized coastal
resources for subsistence (Deal 2002:334-335). Early Historic M ik’maq territory
extended along the rivers of the eastern coastline of New Brunswick, as well as into Nova
Scotia and Prince Edward Island (Erickson 1978:124). Narratives from Le Clerq (1910)
and Denys (1908) describe movement in the area during the Early Historic period: yearround, M i’kmaq people would hunt moose and caribou, while in the winter they would
rely more heavily on coastal resources, including hunting sea-mammals and gathering
shellfish. Overall, indigenous patterns o f movement in the early colonial period are still
poorly understood archaeologically, but seem to have been based around cyclical
movement from the interior to the coasts and returning with the seasons.
The fur trade, which arose in conjunction with the establishment o f contacts with
Europeans, significantly altered traditional subsistence strategies and mobility patterns
for the indigenous peoples of New Brunswick. Most research has been done on the
effects o f the fur trade on the M i’kmaq o f New Brunswick’s northern coast and Nova
Scotia. Sources suggest that the fur trade before 1710 emerged from casual contacts
between fishermen, who would trade for furs when drying their fish catch on the
coastline. The beginning of the fur trade had profound consequences for the M i’kmaq,
who began to change their annual subsistence cycles, and their movement around the
province, so that they could engage in this trade with Europeans (Burley 1981:211). For
example, archaeological evidence from the 16th century suggests that M i’kmaq people
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began to abandon their summer fishing villages in the interior and return to the coast to
trade, a reversal o f their traditional subsistence cycles (Deal 2002:33 6).2
Early colonists believed the St. John River basin to be the richest area for furs in
all Acadia. Such was reported by early voyager Etienne Bellenger, who in 1583 sailed up
along Cape Breton and Nova Scotia into the Bay o f Fundy and then down along the
Maine coast to Penobscot bay, collecting furs along the way (Gwyn 2003:69). As the
New England fur trade developed, the bulk o f furs originating from the New Brunswick
area were shipped to Boston for mass re-export to London. Some records exist o f the
activities of Boston merchants in the St. John Valley; in 1763-4, Benjamin Greene and
Michael Francklin purchased furs in the St. John Valley, and shipped them to London
through Benjamin Faneuil o f Boston (Gwyn 2003:71). The following year, the firm o f
Simonds, Hazen & White began operations in the valley, trading with the Wolastoqiyik at
Aukpaque (Gwyn 2003:71). The centrality o f the St. John's trade to fur export from New
Brunswick suggests that the Wolastoqiyik may have had control over the key fur sources
in the region. Like M i’kmaq populations to the east, there were changes in Wolastoq
movement as a result of their involvement in the fur trade. Samuel de Champlain’s early
narrative on the populations o f the Bay o f Fundy coast suggested a cyclical pattern o f
movement from summer coastal habitations to winter inland hunting areas, while
archaeological excavations have suggested that the opposite pattern existed in the Late

2 Snow discussed the centrality o f river systems to the organization o f “family hunting
territories” in the Maritime provinces and Maine. According to Snow, the Wabanaki
defined individual territories in terms o f drainage areas “such that lakes and streams were
at the nucleus rather than the periphery o f each o f them” (1968:1146-1147).
15

Prehistoric period (Hoffman 1955). Sanger (1987) attributes this difference to the
intensification o f the fur trade.
Though French colonists arrived in New Brunswick in the early 17th century,
population growth remained slow. By 1671, some sixty years after first establishing a
settlement at Port Royal, the number o f Acadians living in the maritime provinces
numbered below 500 (Wynn 2013:237). Acadians improved the farming potential o f the
coastline around the Bay o f Fundy by diking the extensive marshes, and by 1741, the
colonial population numbered about 10,000 (Wynn 2013:237). In 1755, however, “le
grand derangement” forced Acadians from their farms, and a stream o f New England
farmers and fishermen began to move northward. This movement was greatly accelerated
during the American War o f Independence, when some 35,000 Loyalist refugees arrived
and began to seize land and resources. Settlement was densest around the waterways,
which were used for transportation, and the timber was cleared from along rivers and
along the coast for the construction o f fields (Wynn 2013:239).
Although the fur trade and the establishment o f European settlements changed
how people moved around the province, by far the most dramatic landscape changes were
wrought by the rise o f the New Brunswick lumber industry. Early in the 19th century,
French Emperor Bonaparte blockaded the Baltic states, prohibiting the export o f timber, a
strategic resource for the British navy. The British turned to their remaining North
American colonies to fulfill their needs, and timber from New Brunswick and the St.
Lawrence began to be in high demand. The timber industry was the first truly lucrative
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enterprise for the colonists in New Brunswick which had long been on the periphery o f
the extensive fur trading system that favored the north and west (Jennings 2004:145).
One commentator praised the timber industry as a boon to the province, calling it:

“the chief source o f money by means o f which the country has been opened up
and improved; by which the roads, bridges, and public buildings have been
completed; its rivers and harbours made accessible; its natural resources
discovered and made available; its Provincial Institutions kept up and its
functionaries paid [qtd. in Wynn 2013:240].

Soon thereafter, local people began to notice the effects o f the timber industry on
the rivers. The fisheries o f the province were negatively impacted by saw-mill
construction on the major rivers. In his 1852 report on the sea and river fisheries o f New
Brunswick, government agent Moses Perley reported that on the Salmon River, near
Quaco, where the last rapids descended into the ocean, there was “a solid dam from bank
to bank upon which there are two double saw mills.” (qtd. in Wynn 2013:240). Another
dam stood a quarter mile upstream. These dams obstructed the spawning runs o f salmon
and other fish species, disrupting what had been a major subsistence source and export
product from the province. Deforestation in the uplands dramatically increased the rate
that sediments flowed into the rivers and streams, and increased rainwater runoff,
accelerating erosion and amplifying seasonal fluctuations o f river flow. The sediments
clogging rivers were joined by the refuse o f the timber industry. Sawdust, unfit logs, bark,
and other wood debris from timber processing were dumped into the rivers and harbors
near the mills. The problem of debris became so acute that by the 1840s, commercial
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interests feared that the St. John harbor was soon to be filled by an accumulation of
sawdust. On smaller rivers and streams, edgings, laths, and other discarded wood littered
the banks and riverbeds (Wynn 2013:241). Ganong began traversing the province to
gather information about portage paths just as this boom in the lumber industry began to
slow, and it is likely that some of his observations about the feasibility o f traversing paths
and his ability to locate paths was impacted by the effects o f this industry.
To interpret the significance o f the portage patterns observed by Ganong, it is first
important to understand who was moving and when. The long duration o f use means the
portage paths Ganong observed may have represented a palimpsest o f the accumulated
actions o f many different communities over time. In addition, Ganong made his
observations about the historic waterways and portage paths o f the province following a
period o f dramatic change in the river systems, and this likely influenced his
observations. Further archaeological work is needed to clarify the chronologies o f use for
each o f these paths, where possible, before we will be able to understand the temporal
scale that these paths represent.
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The Effects of Environment and Seasonality: Variations on a Regional Scale
While the large temporal scales represented by Ganong’s portage path data
represent one challenge to understanding movement through the province, another
challenge is accounting for the effects o f large, regional-scale processes like seasonal
cycles. The province o f New Brunswick differs from other areas in Eastern North
America because o f the availability and connectivity o f navigable waterways. Several
large rivers direct the flows from the major drainage basins o f the province. The largest
by far is the 418-mile (673 km) long St. John river, which, with its numerous tributaries,
drains the entire northwestern, central, and south-central parts o f the province. At the
mouth o f the river, next to the city o f Saint John, the Bay o f Fundy’s extreme high tides
reverse the rapids, and raise the lower section o f the river for up to 95 miles (150 km)
inland. The St. Croix River parallels and drains the southwestern boundary o f the
province. The eastern part o f the province is drained by the Restigouche and Nepisiguit
Rivers in the north, the Miramichi in the north-central area, and the Petitcodiac in the
southeast (Patterson online). Because the largest rivers in the province descend in roughly
parallel lines, multiple lines o f portage could be established, and with them, multiple
alternate routes of travel through the province. As a result o f the convenience o f these
waterways, long overland trails were never constructed in New Brunswick, unlike in
areas further south, such as southern New England (Ganong 1899:234). The connectivity
o f sites in the province would vary considerably throughout the year based on the
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seasonal fluctuation in river flow, as well as the geologic characteristics o f the rivers
themselves.
New Brunswick experiences four clearly distinguished seasons. Winters are
snowy and summers are mild, while the fall and spring are marked by cold nights and
warm days. At Fredericton, temperatures range from an extreme low o f -35 degrees
Fahrenheit (-37 C) to an extreme high o f 99 degrees Fahrenheit (37 C). Temperatures are
more moderate in the southern coastal areas. Normal annual rainfall is slightly above 30
inches (800 mm) and snowfall averages about 115 inches (2,900 mm); annual
precipitation (which also accounts for snowmelt) is about 43 inches (1,100 mm)
(Patterson 2015).
This seasonal change results in river flow rates and flow volumes that are
constantly in flux. Environmental scientists refer to these rates and volumes together as a
“river flow paradigm,” and use a series o f measures, called hydrological indices, to
determine the characteristics of such a paradigm for a particular river basin. “In recent
years, the natural flow paradigm has become the premise for the development o f indices
that characterize the magnitude, duration, frequency, timing, and variability o f events in
natural hydrological regimes” (Daigle et al. 2011:51-52). First presented by Poff et. ah,
the natural flow paradigm describes the flow characteristics o f rivers prior to their
obstruction by dams, factories, and other human interventions (1997:769). In New
Brunswick, the flow paradigm fluctuates more than for any other province in the
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Maritimes, and it is essential to understand this paradigm to grasp the impacts of
seasonality on portage-river connectivity in the province.
Variations in natural flow regimes due to seasonality can be detected through
comparison to a mean average flow and volume for the province. These averages are
derived from the measurements obtained from gauged streams or those streams near
hydrometric stations. There are currently 57 hydrometric/gauge stations deployed on New
Brunswick rivers and streams, and data from these stations is routinely gathered and
synthesized into regional reports by the New Brunswick Water Office (Natural Resources
Canada 2013). Though characteristics o f floods and low flows differ from one drainage
basin to another and the results o f a single station analysis are only applicable to nearby
streams, environmental scientists have built regional models o f average flows. Overall,
there is a positive relationship between the size o f a drainage basin, river depth, and rate
o f flow:
The mean annual flow by provinces varied between 0.536 m3/s (Middle Branch
Nashwaaksis Stream, 26.9 km2) and 272 m3/s (Saint John R. 14,700 km2) in NB.
... A good agreement between the regression lines and observed data was
observed throughout the study region, with over 95% o f the variability
explained... This means that small and large rivers behave similarly to
precipitation and that the relationship is almost linear [Cassie and Robichaud
2009:11].
Around the province, as precipitation fluctuated with the seasons, rivers would respond in
similar ways in terms o f flow volumes and rates.
Compared to the average flow, New Brunswick experiences a cycle o f seasonallytied high and low flow events. Results from regression analyses o f annual flow per
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Figure 2: Routes that appear in red, above, would have become less accessible in the
low water conditions during the dry season. See Table 1 for Ganong’s descriptions of
route use frequency and seasonal fluctuation.
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drainage area was about 22.1 L/s/km2 for New Brunswick, and there were consistent
flows throughout the province, with the exception o f a few stations in southern New
Brunswick that showed higher than average flows (ie, the Lepreau River at 30.6 L/s/km2
and Point Wolfe River at 38.9 L/s/km2). These higher flows are likely due to the higher
precipitation and steeper terrain found in the southern part o f the province (Cassie and
Robichaud 2009:11). The lowest flows in New Brunswick appear in August (at 40% o f
the mean annual flow) and September (at 38% o f the mean annual flow) during the late
summer season. New Brunswick also experiences low flows in February (47% o f mean
annual flows) due to the lower winter air temperatures in the province (Cassie and
Robichaud 2009:17). New Brunswick, unlike the other Canadian Maritime provinces,
derives most o f its riverine flow from precipitation, instead o f groundwater and baseflow
contribution. This accounts for the correlation o f low flow periods with periods o f low
rainfall in the region.
During the winter months, New Brunswick rivers are typically frozen. Increase in
river flow begins during the spring after about 50 thawing degree-days— at this time
river flow tends to increase rapidly, and this “burst” o f rapid flow is known as the
“freshet” (Hare et al. 1997:8). The volume o f water discharged during the freshet depends
on several factors, including the water-equivalent o f the winter snowpack, the rapidity of
thaw, the capacity o f the soil and vegetation to slow run-off, and the extent to which
remaining river ice obstructs the flow o f the current (Hare et al. 1997:8). Peak freshet
flows represent truly enormous volumes o f water discharge— in New Brunswick, during
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the months of April and May, river flows average 310-360% o f the mean annual flows
(Cassie and Robichaud 2009:16). During a typical freshet at Mactaquac, on the St. John
river, river flow briefly exceeds 5,000 m3/s, and average 24-hour values have been
recorded up to (or exceeding) 10,000 m3/s. Such huge volumes are comparable with the
mean annual discharge o f the St. Lawrence into its estuary— for a brief period the St.
John flows on the scale o f the St. Lawrence, while for the rest o f the year it is
considerably slower (Hare et al. 1997:8).
The rate o f river travel also depended on the characteristics o f the river channel,
the amount o f descent o f the river, whether it was broken by falls, and the directionality
o f river current. Thus, some rivers formed particularly reliable, stable routes o f travel due
to their smooth bedding characteristics, rate o f descent, and lack o f falls— this was the
case with the St. John, as well as the Kennebecasis, Petitcodiac, Washademoak, Salmon
River, Oromocto, Richibucto, Restigouche, and Lower Miramichi (Ganong 1899:235).
Other rivers, like the south branch o f the Tobique, the Nepisguit, Upsalquitch, and
particularly the Little South West Miramichi, which descend through shallow valleys
obstructed by glacial drift, had rocky streambeds, rough water, and many falls, and this
rendered them less-preferable routes for travel (Ganong 1899:235). These rivers may
have been ideal places to fish, however, due to the presence o f falls, and so the
Aroostook, Grand, and Salmon rivers would have made appealing sites for fishing camps
and attracted travelers (Ganong 1899:220).
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The environment therefore shaped movement around the province through the
seasonal fluctuations in water flow, which at times dramatically increased and decreased
the speed with which one could traverse the rivers. The presence or absence o f falls, the
rockiness o f the riverbed, and the volume o f river discharge would have been factors that
affected the selection o f a particular route for travel. When mapped, the variations due to
seasonality and bedding characteristics become particularly apparent (see Figure 9).
Some o f the most-used routes that have been noted in the historic record were those that
were reliable, and remained navigable throughout most o f the year. Though more data is
needed about variations in river flow throughout the course o f the rivers, and about how
flow may have varied in the past, accounting for the effects o f seasonality can provide a
more nuanced understanding o f how movement patterns changed through time.
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Canoe Technology and Maneuvering: Complexity on the Scale of the Individual
Any analysis of trails and pathways through the province at a large scale must
account for the complicated ways that sophisticated canoe technologies and maneuvering
techniques influenced movement at the scale o f the individual. Techniques and
technologies were developed to mitigate the effects o f the seasonal variation in river flow,
and to facilitate movement in different riverine and coastal conditions. Canoe
technologies have a deep history in the province—they were developed, refined, and
adjusted to different conditions over a very long period o f time. One o f the key
archaeological features that distinguishes the transition from the Archaic period to the
Woodland period in New Brunswick is the abandonment o f ground and polished stone
gauge tools (occurring around 1500 CE). Archaeologists hypothesize that the switch from
ground to percussion-flaked stone tools occurred in conjunction with the switch from
dugout canoe use (which required ground stone axes and adzes for manufacture) to birchbark canoes (Leonard 2005:19).
By the time that Samuel Champlain sailed down the coast o f Maine in 1603, the
climate o f New Brunswick resembled that o f the modem southern New England states.
His arrival coincided with the end o f a period o f warming known as the mid-Holocene
climatic maximum (Leonard 2005:20). As he travelled southward, he noted that birch
bark canoes were used in the what are now the Maritime provinces, while dugouts were
still used in what is now Massachusetts (Leonard 2005:20). In Massachusetts, the warmer
climate encouraged the growth of hickory, elm, and chestnut trees to proportions suitable
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for dugout construction. As the climate slowly cooled in New Brunswick, these hardwood
tree communities were replaced with communities o f beech, hemlock, and paper birch
(Betulapapyrifera Marsh.), the latter the species used to construct birchbark canoes.
While Archaic-period dugout canoes, with their steep sides and sturdy construction, had
been well suited to the high winds and waves o f coastal travel, they were too heavy and
large to be carried across the portages needed for travel on the smaller inland rivers. The
transition to birchbark in the Maritimes allowed easier portage and facilitated travel to
inland areas to the south and west. (Leonard 2005:20). The last stages o f this transition
were still occurring at the time o f European arrival.
Birchbark canoe construction is described in detail in The Canoes and Skin Boats
o f North America. Authors Edwin Tappan Adney and Howard Chapelle documented the
production methods and construction designs o f watercraft from indigenous groups
across North America. Adney, on a hiatus from school at the Art Students’ League in New
York in 1887, traveled to New Brunswick for a brief vacation, but became interested in
the bark canoe work of a Maliseet man named Peter Joe (Raffan 1999:66). The following
year, he returned to study the process o f canoe building in greater depth, and collaborated
with Joe to construct a birch canoe. The process o f bark canoe construction become a
passion o f Adney’s, and for the rest o f his life, he travelled around North America in the
search for more watercraft information. Posthumously, his papers were compiled into
Canoes and Skin Boats by Chapelle, then curator o f transportation at the American
Museum of History and Transportation. Because o f his early involvement in canoe
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building in New Brunswick, Adney provides extremely detailed descriptions of
watercraft from this region.
Adney and Chapelle describe three general canoe forms used in the New
Brunswick area. The craft typically used for hunting, known as a “woods canoe” or
“portage canoe,” would have been used for travel on the very smallest rivers, ranged from
9 to 15 feet long, and had low sidewalls to avoid catching on low-hanging tree boughs
(Adney and Chapelle 1964:58). The “big river” canoe was much larger, measuring
between 15 and 20 feet long (Adney and Chapelle 1964:58). The very largest canoe was
designed for travel along the coastline and for hunting seal and porpoise, and had high
sidewalls to protect against the large swells on the ocean. These canoes could be from 18
to about 24 feet in length (Adney and Chapelle 1964:58).
Because canoe-builders had to balance opposing tensions in canoe form to
achieve their desired handling and cargo capacity, there was considerable variation in the
shape o f canoes. While high prows at the bow and stem o f the ship would protect against
high waves in open water or rapids, they could become snagged on travel through lowhanging brush. Broad, gentle curves in the midsection, with a flat bottom, allowed large
cargo weights to be carried without excessive draft, and provided a stable platform for
standing, but slowed the movement o f the craft (Raffan 1999:89). For racing canoes, a
trim “V” shape amidship, coupled with a narrow profile overall, was preferred for fast
movement and increased secondary stability as the canoe tipped in the water (Adney and
Chapelle 1964:79). Curve on the longitudinal bottom axis o f the canoe, or “rocker,”
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especially when located at the bow or stem, could facilitate turning, but in heavily loaded
boats could produce drag that would slow movement. In all canoes, however, the
undifferentiated interior space allowed cargo (or in some cases ballast) to be loaded and
redistributed to change the balance and performance o f the canoes in the water3. The
variation in the size and shape o f canoes, as well as the increased speed offered by some
versions, complicates our understanding o f the time it may have taken to traverse a route.
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Figure 3: Cedar canoe splints or “shoes”— these were attached to the outside of the
craft by tying cords over the gunwales and the top of the boat. [Adney and Chappelle

1964:80]
In times o f low water, or in rough-water situations where damage might occur to
the delicate birch bark on the bottom o f the canoe, sets o f thin strips o f wood could be

3 Cargo would be loaded at the bow when traveling against the current or wind, placed
evenly throughout for fast travel on calm water, or loaded primarily in the stem when
travelling with the wind and current to create a “weather vane” effect to assist steering
(Raffan 89).
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attached to the exterior of the craft (see Figure 2). These battens or “shoes,” were made of
five or six thin splints of cedar that were bound around the exterior o f the boat and tied at
the thwarts (Adney and Chapelle 1964:79). This sheathing effectively protected the
bottom o f the boat from rocks and snags, particularly when the craft was dragged
upstream, as Ganong describes: “If the water is too shallow in places for it [the canoe]

Figure 4: Mi’kmaw canoe rigged for sailing- visible at one end of the boat is the flat
platform that would have supported the mast. The mast was inserted through a hole
drilled into this plank, and plugged into a support in the base of the craft. [Adney and
Chappelle 1964:66]

even to float, the Indian covers its bottom with ‘shoes’ or splints o f cedar, and thus drags
it over the wet stones” (1899:234). An additional technique used exclusively during the
periods when the rivers were frozen was the practice o f attaching small sleds to the bow
and stem o f the canoe. These sleds enabled the canoe to slide easily over the river ice
without tipping (Jennings 2004:37). These modifications could significantly extend the
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possible range o f travel during the dry summer months or frozen winter season, despite
the reduction in river flow.
The range of travel was also increased by the practice o f temporary canoe
construction. During long overland trips with occasional river passages, the large birch
canoes would be left at the last major river junction, and temporary canoes could be
constructed at the next river site from spruce bark or moose hide (Ganong 1899:212). The
choice of material for these temporary craft depended on the seasonality o f the move.
Spruce bark canoes were easier to construct in warm weather.In warm temperatures the
bark could be removed without splitting, and without requiring additional heating by
torch or hot water (Adney and Chapelle 1964:215). In cooler weather, moose hides could
be substituted. Adney and Chapelle note that during the winter, Maliseet hunters would
leave two or three moose skins on stretchers during the season for use in building spring
canoes (Adney and Chapelle 1964:219). A passage from John Gyles’ 1736 memoirs
describes the construction of these temporary canoes:

When the spring came and the rivers broke up, we moved back to the head o f
the St. John’s River, and there made canoes o f moose hides, sewing three or four
together and pitching the seams with balsam mixed with charcoal. Then we went
down the river ... [to] the place where we left our birch canoes in the fall. [qtd. in
Bourque, 278]

Unlike moose hide or birch bark, which allow some stretching and shaping, spruce bark’s
robust grain required that the form o f the boat be produced through crimping o f the
sidewalls, instead of by stretching and shaping. Though these crimps created necessary
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rocker in the bottom o f the boat, they produced bulges at the base o f the waterline that
created drag and significantly slowed the movement o f the craft (Adney and Chapelle
1964:214). The size and shape o f these temporary canoes, as well as the materials used in
their construction, would affect the pace o f the ensuing journey.

M i

Figure 5: Mi’kmaw big river canoe- Note the raised sheer on both bow and stern, ideal
for dealing with rough water and large waves, and the unique Mi’kmaw raised gunnels
in the middle of the craft. The man is piloting the craft using a long pole—this technique
would have been used to guide craft upriver, against river currents. [Adney and
Chappelle 1964:66]

There is also evidence that some New Brunswick canoes may have utilized sail
power to navigate through coastal areas and larger rivers. Adney and Chappelle mention
that larger canoes could be outfitted with a dory-type spritsail made o f canvas, but moose
hides and small trees were also used in canoes to catch a favorable wind and speed travel
(1964:277). While the use o f canvas sails likely post-dates European arrival, the practice
o f propping up a bush in the bow o f the boat is probably much older— Adney relates that
an old Nova Scotia expression “carrying too much bush,” meaning over-canvassing a
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boat, is “thought by some to have originated from an Indian practice observed there by
the first settlers” (1964:65). Adney and Chapelle suggest that the use o f sails in canoes
became well-established in some areas by 1685 (1964:10). The diagrams Adney and
Chapelle provide of large canoes rigged for canvas sails indicate that the mast could be
removed from its housing, which would have enabled these large boats to be portaged
more easily (Jennings 2004:29). The use o f wind-catching technology like sails or bushes
would have increased the speed with which one could traverse the large rivers and coastal
routes.
Finally, all the technology used in the boat itself was ultimately supplemented and
modified by the techniques used to maneuver the craft around the coastlines and up and
down the rivers. A suite o f paddling strokes were used to turn and propel the canoe in
different directions, and these strokes were modified depending on the type o f canoe,
load, and river flow. Travel upstream against the river current was difficult, and there
were many places where the current was too swift to overcome by paddling. When the
river bottom was shallow and firm, paddlers could stand in the rear o f the canoe and push
it upstream with poles up to 3 m long. In places where the shoreline was clear, canoes
could be “tracked” or “lined”, a process in which one traveller would pull the canoe
upstream with a rope while walking along the banks o f the river, while the other
remained on board, steering the canoe to keep it away from shore (Morse 1979: 3-5). In
situations where the current w asn’t so strong as to exhaust the paddlers immediately, the
rapids could be traversed by paddling quickly and forcefully from eddy to eddy— these
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eddy pools were places where the current swirled in place, and a canoe could rest briefly
without much exertion from the paddlers (Jacobson 2007:86). A person’s skill with
paddling, poling, and other maneuvering techniques could significantly speed a journey,
or even enable someone to navigate rapids that would otherwise have required a portage.
The use o f technology and technique changed the way that people moved around
the province in significant ways. Canoe designs were engineered to perform well under
different conditions o f travel, and this engineering reflected a deep understanding o f the
effects o f current and wave dynamics on the mechanics o f movement. The performance
o f different canoes could be modified through the use o f piloting techniques or cargo
distribution, changing the way that the canoe would handle, or the speed at which the
canoe could move. These techniques and technologies could significantly extend range o f
travel and overcome difficulties caused by seasonal fluctuations in temperature and flow.
To model movement and connectivity throughout the province, archaeologists need to
develop a thorough understanding o f the kinds o f technologies and techniques that were
used to facilitate travel, as well as when and how they were employed.
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Conclusion: W here can we go with portage paths?
In 1893, Garrick Mallery published Picture-writing o f the American Indians in the
tenth annual report o f the Bureau o f Ethnology. Mallery was primarily interested in
different forms o f Native American Sign language, an interest that stemmed from his
posting at Fort Rice in Dakota Territory during his career with the U.S. Signal Corps
(Fletcher 1895:6). It w asn’t long before he developed a parallel interest in written forms
o f communication, and began collecting examples and transcriptions o f pictographs on
rocks, animal skins, and bark. He came to understand that gesture-speech and cognate
pictographs formed a complete system, informed by mythology and history— a system
that had a complementary relationship to spoken language (Fletcher 1895:6).

Figure 6: “Tribal Emblems” from Mallery 1893: a) Passamaquoddy: two individuals
with paddles in a canoe, and a pollock; b) Maliseet: two individuals with poles in a
canoe, and a muskrat; c) Mi’maw individuals with paddles appear inside the distinctive
Mi’kmaw canoe with peaked mid-ship gunnels, and a moose; d) Penobscot: two
individuals, one with paddle and one with pole, and an otter. [Mallery 1893:379]

M allery’s work followed a comparative approach to the analysis o f figures, and
contained several examples o f work from northeastern North America. He included one
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illustration drawn by an unnamed Passamaquoddy individual from Maine, near the border
with New Brunswick. In the image (Figure 5) are what Mallery called the “tribal
emblems” of four groups— the Passamaquoddy, “Maresquite or
Amalecite” (Wolastoqiyik), Mi'kmaq, and Penobscot. The variation in the depicted use of
poles and paddles, Mallery says, “is said to have originated in the differing character of
the waters, shoal or deep, sluggish or rapid, o f the regions o f the four bodies o f Indians
whose totems are indicated... thus requiring the use o f pole and paddle, respectively, in a
greater or less degree” (Mallery 1893:378). That the canoe technology used in the
different regions could function as a shorthand for identifying communities speaks to
both the specialized character of regional canoe technologies, as well as the general
awareness o f such technologies in the communities o f the northeast, beyond the local
areas where each form was made.
Mallery also describes the birch bark letters, or w ikhe’gan (in Passamaquoddy),
that were produced as notices o f departure and direction— these letters could be sent to
the intended recipient, or left in a conspicuous place to be found (Mallery 1893:334). The
w ikhe’gan in Figure 6 was given to Mallery in 1888 by Gabriel Aqcuin, a Wolastoq man
from Fredericton, New Brunswick. Mallery reports A quin’s description o f the
circumstances and meaning of the image as follows:

One time while I was away my friend had gone down the river by himself and had
not left any w ikhe’gan for me. I had planned to go off and left for him this
w ikhe’gan, to tell where I would be and how long gone. The wigwam at the lower
left hand comer showed the one used by us, with the river near it. The six notches
over the door o f the wigwam meant that I would be gone six days. The canoe and
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the man nearest to the wigwam referred to my friend, who had gone in the
opposite direction to that I intended to travel. Next to it I was represented in my
own canoe, with rain falling, to show the day I started, which was very rainy.
Then the canoe carried by me by a trail through woods shows the ‘carry’ to
Nictaux lake, beside which is a very big mountain. I stayed at that lake for six
days, counting the outgoing and returning.” [quoted in Mallery 1893:335]

Mallery includes a detailed description from Acquin about the route he took for the
entirety of his hunting trip. Such records are valuable not only because they provide an
understanding of how people were making trips through the province, but also because
they illuminate how people were understanding and communicating their movement with
each other.

Figure 7: Gabriel Aquin’s birchbark wikhe’gan from 1888. [Mallery 1893:336]

In New Brunswick, as well as in northern New England, petroglyphs were often
located at the borders o f lakes and rivers, and along shorelines. In northern Maine, these
petroglyphs typically consisted o f incised images located on rock faces that extended out
into bodies o f water (Lenick 2002:41). At Machias Bay, for example, there are several
well-documented petroglyph sites— Mallery describes these sites as follows: “All these
petroglyphs were without doubt o f Abnaki origin, either o f the Penobscot or the
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Passamaquoddy divisions of that body o f Indians. The rocks lay on the common line of
water communication between those divisions and were convenient o f halting
places” (Mallery 1893:83). The rock images suggest that these halting points became
areas o f significance for communication o f both spiritual and secular messages.
These birchbark records and petroglyphs suggest the anthropological fruitfulness
o f pushing beyond the analysis o f paths and trails as static, representative entities. It is
clear that individuals had an understanding o f the riverine systems o f the province at
large scales, and perhaps even o f the technologies used in different areas to account for
differences in river characteristics. I have shown here that, in the case o f New Brunswick,
considerable variability existed in the accessibility o f routes due to seasonal fluctuations,
and the use o f canoe technology and maneuvering techniques. Any traveller would have
had to balance knowledge of regional-scale seasonal effects with the bodily-scale
techniques and technologies o f canoe travel when making decisions about how and when
to travel. As archaeologists, we mirror this process when we attempt to untangle the
complex relationships between temporal and spatial scale, the patterns visible in the
archaeological record, and processes in the dynamic system that created these patterns.
By grappling with these difficult questions, we can come to a richer understanding o f the
dynamics o f movement around the province o f New Brunswick.
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Figure 8: Map of the Province of New Brunswick in the Prehistoric (Indian) Period, by
William F. Ganong. Ganong has here indicated the divisions of indigenous territories with
dashed outlines. [Ganong 1899:212]
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New Brunswick Ruer Routes and Portage Paths

Figure 9: New Brunswick River Routes and Portage Paths. Portage path data was
taken from Ganong’s monograph, compiled into a spreadsheet (see Table 1), and then
mapped, where possible, using ArcGIS 10.0. All final map versions were created using
Adobe Illustrator 18.1.1.
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Table 1: G anong’s Portage Path Data
G a n o n g ’s #

Route N am e

1 A long th e S t J o h n

P o rtag e #

Po rtag es asso c ia te d w ith ro u te

1 G rand Falls

2A

P age #
239

Gagetown

w here the canal now is

240

Upper Keyhole on Grand Lake to
M aquapit Lake

less than two miles

240

4

P ortage (Kingston) C reek to
K ennebecasis

n e ar the mouth of the Belleisle, road w as early
m ade through here and used in the last century in
travelling with tea m s on the ice from St. Jo h n to
Fredericton, m arked on the Morris m ap of 1765,
and road is on R. Cam pell’s of 1788

240

a t mouth, path ac ro ss th e narrow est part of the
neck from Marble Cove to nearly opposite Navy
Island- shown on Cham plain’s harbor m ap of
1604 and Bruce’s m ap of 1761

240

6

Mill Cove to M arsh C reek

on the Harbor, Intercolonial Railway follows

240

7

Drury Cove - M arsh C reek

Drury cove on the K ennebecasis is m arked
“Portage” which no doubt m arks a m uch-used
portage to Marsh Creek, and a route thence to
C ourtenay Bay.

240

S t-Jo h n to
P a ss a m a q u o d d y
A long th e S e a - c o a s t

8 Point Lepreau

a path from Indian Cove just to the w est of the
point, w here there is still a camping-ground,
a c ro ss to the beach half-way betw een Duck Cove
and the Point

9

from n ear th e bridge on LB, over to the h ead of
Dipper Harbor, a distance of less than two miles

Lepreau Basin- M oose Creek

241

S tones Brook n ear Southern end of lake

3 m iles long- Morris m ap of 1784, show n in Fieldbook of the H edden and Campbell survey of
1796-97

R oute considerably used- Oromocto
is fairly e a sy of namvigation, except
for its low water, but the
m agaguadavic is m uch broken by
rapids and falls.- M.H. Pearly- it w as
by this route in 1764 a n exploring
party led by Israel Perley re ached the
St. Jo h n from M achias. Over this
route too, wen C aptain W est with a
party in 1777, retreating from the St.
John

241

12

M agaguadavic- orom octo

runs up the P iskahegan and trough two small
lakes, (Peltom a and Little Lakes) - shorter route
betw een th e m ouths of the two rivers

241

13

M agaguadavic- St. Croix

Starts from Cranberry brook on Lake
M agaguadavic and probably ran to the Second
Lake of the Little Digdegnash chain over a very
rough but not hilly country. Marked a s “Portage
said by Indians to lead to th e Cheputm aticook: in
the H edden and Campbell Field-book of
1796-1797. Mentioned also by Allan in 1796 and
G esn er in his Fourth report on the geology of NB,
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241

2C

O ro m o c to M ag a guadavic

11

Eel RiverC h ip u tn etico o k

241
No doubt an unimportant route, used
only by hunting parties, never a s a
through route. T he south branch of
O rom octo is hard to navigate
b e c a u se of low water, and the
Lepreau b e c a u se of its incessant
heavy rapids a n d falls

10 Tomoowa or Cranberry Lake to the
southern end of South Orom octo Lake

P o k io k —
M aga g u ad a v ic

240-241

p re sen c e on Mahood’s survey m ap of 1837,
w here it occurs a s “Indian Portage, distance 2.5
m iles”

S o u th O ro m o c to L epreau

2E

T he m ost important route by far- This
river w as, and is, an ideal stream for
ca n o e navigation- e a s y
co m m u n ic a tio n with ev e ry o th e r
river s y s te m in th is a n d th e
n e ig h b o rin g p ro v in c e s, an d is
e a s y to trav e l, m ost of co urse w ater
never too low to travel, few falls

3

2B

2D

A dditional D etails

Old portage a cro ss the neck on the w est side,
co u rse now mostly obliterated by the buildings of
the village, original course show n on survey of the
town of Colebrooke

2

5 Falls portage

2

D escriptio n of p ortage

14 M agaguadavic- Letang

near the south-eastern extremity of Lake Utopiadescribed by John Mitchel in his Ms. F eld Book
(now in th e library of the Maine Historical Society)
survey of Passam aquoddy in 1764- portage
marked on the H edden and Campbell m ap of
1797 and on several plans. O ne can easily se e
w here it started ne ar the end of the cove and
w ent over the lowest part of th e ridge, entirely in
w hat is now open fields

15 Falls at St. G eorge

short distance to the eastw ard a cro ss the
narrow est part of the neck— m arked on the
H edden-Cam pbell m ap and mentioned by
C aptain Owen in his Journal of 1771, though he
gives it far too great a distance from the falls

16

G anong calls foul, sa y s should go to Oromocto

Error?? M agaguadavic— P iskahegan

17 Mud Lake- R. Peknyank

H edden and Campbell Field-book portages
b etw een Little M agaguadavic and Mud Lakes

18

Little M agaguadavic Lake- Lake G eorge

plan of 1827- “Indian road to Lake G eorge 3
miles" which m ust m ean 8 miles, also m entioned
by W ard (63)

19 St. J o h n — Scoodic Lakes in Maine, Eel
R iver—North Lake portage,
M etagm ouchsehesh

in jounal of Colonel John Allan, p a sse d over it in
1777, from Scoodie to Machias, also show n on
Allan’s m ap of 1786, on Bouchette, 1815, on an
Indian m ap of 1798 (Maine Hist Society)—John
G yles brought to New Brunswick in 1689 by this
route, Bangor Historical M agazine account, 1892
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241-242

242

probably not m uch used
242

O ne of the m ost used and important
of all the ancient Indian routes of
travel in this part of America, for it not
only formed the chief route from the
St. Jo h n to P assam aquoddy, but a s
well w as part of th e great route to the
Penobscot.

242

G a n o n g ’s #

Route N am e

3
3A

S co o d ieP assadum keag

4

Eel RlverC h ip u tn e tic o o k B a sk a h e g a n

4B

A ro o sto o k -E a st
B ranch

4C

A llagashC h e su n c o o k

4D

B aker Lake- N orthE a st B ranch
P eno bscot

5

D es criptio n of portag e

Meductic P ortage around falls

Started at m eductic flat and went through the
Gully a short distance below Meductic Fort and
Village, and ran to n ear Benton in a course not
vere different from the p resent highway, generally
som ew hat north of it. An old plan of it is given
herew ith— portage also mentioned by Jo h n Gyles

243

21

North L ake—First Eel River Lake

The portage, about th re e m iles long, runs
som ew hat to the south of and not far from the
co u rse of th e p resent highway a c ro ss to North
Lake. G esner solid granite rocks worn by feet

243

22

Grand to C hepneck

avoiding th e falls— runs from Mud Lake, below
F orest City, a cro ss the n eck—mentioned by Allan

23

Scoodie Lakes to M achias

ran from n ear ea ste rn end of the lower Scoodie
Lake to Pokom oonshine Lake a t the h ead of the
M achias—route mentioned by Allan, traversed it
with m uch difficulty in 1777, on his m ap of 1786,
and on Kidder’s m ap in his “Revolutionary
Operations" and is show n on Colby’s Atlas of
W ashington Country

A d d ition al D etails

Page #

243
St. Croix rather difficult of navigation
to the bay, broken by falls and rapids
interspersed betw een considerable
deadw aters

24 C obseook Bay to M achias

route through the lakes in the tow nship of Whiting
— clearly show n on the Francis Jo se p h m ap of
1798 herewith given

25 St. John to P enobscot

Left G rand Lake at D avenport’s cove a n d ran
south w est over a considerable hill two and a half
miles to C leaves Landing on the B askahegan, a
mile below the p resent railway bridge and village.
The route is also m arked correctly on the m ap in
Kidder's “Revolutionary O perations” and also on
an Indian m ap of 1798. This route w as accurately
known a t least a s early a s 1764, for it is
m entioned in instructions given that year by
Governor Bernard of M assachusetts, to Surveyor
Jo h n Mitchell. It is by this route that m any of the
early settlers of Houlton c a m e from Maine, a s
related in th e Histories of Houlton.

26

B askahegan Lake to P lea sa n t Lake

of th e Scoodie chain— it is also on Allan's m ap of
1786

245

27

Scoodie to P a ssadum keag

In F eatherston haugh and M udge’s Report (21)
this portage is said to form part of the old Indian
route from Q uebec to P assam aquoddy, passing
up the Chaudiere and the P enobscot and down
this river to the P assam aquoddy and they state
this route w as known to Temple in 1668. Clearly
show n on Wilkinson’s m ap of 1859. It a p peared
on Allan’s m ap of 1786, on B onehette’s of 1815,
an d others. I have no reference to its u se but no
doubt such m ay be found in works on Maine.

245

route to the penobscot

Already described above on 2E and 3A?

245

Milkonet Lakes- E ast Branch of
P enobscot

R an through the Milkonet lakes to the East
Branch of Penobscot. It is marked on Hubbard.

244

Part of a greatly-used route from the
St. John to th e Penobscot via the Eel
River. The B askahegan is e a sy of
navigation in sum m er for a canoe.

244-245

S t. J o h n - P e n o b s c o t

4A

5A

P o rtag e s asso c ia te d w ith ro u te

20

P assam aquoddyP eno bscot
G ran d LakeB a sk a h e g a n

3B

P o rtag e #

28

The Aroostook is very ea sy of
navigation.

245

A much travelled and often described
route; marked on Wilkinson, and
m arked and described by Hubbard. It
formed also a part of a route from the
St. John to the K ennebec. T here are
other routes betw een the Allagash
and Penobscot, all of which are so
fully treated by Hubbard, and so
much out of the geographical limits of
the present paper that no further
reference is needed to them here. A
modern route of an unusual kind is a
canal betw een Telos Lake on the
Allagash and W ebster Pond on the
P enobscot

245

29

M oonsungan on Aroostook- Spider Lake
on Allagash

Marked on Hubbard and Wilkinson, no doubt the
main route from the St. Jo h n to th e W est Branch
of Penobscot, and th ence to the Kennebec.

246

30

Little M achias- Upper Eagle Lake

given by W ilkinson— the various portages
betw een the eag le lakes and the St. John are all
on Wilkinson’s m ap

246

St. J o h n - P etitco d iac
A long th e S e a -c o a s t

No doubt this route w a s often used,
though I find no reference to it. THe
m ouths of the strea m s offer good
landing places for c a n o es for m ost of
the coast is very bold, and most
dangerous in storms.
31

Salsbury Bay- G ermantown Lake

To avoid C ape Enrage, there w as a portage from
Salisbury Bay into Germ antow n Lake, and thence
down to th e Shepody River. The course of the
portage, a s given to m e by a resident, w as from
W aterside north by thr route followed by the
highway and p resent railroad to the lake.

42

246

246

G a n o n g 's #

D escriptio n of po rtag e

A d d ition a l D etails

K e n n e b e c a sisA nagance

32 A nagance- K ennebecasis

Given to m e by a resident, th e portage leaves the
A nagance River one-half a mile w est of A nagance
station and runs directly southw est to the
K ennebecasis, distance two miles. W as m ade the
starting point for a county line in 1787. It is
m entioned in a report by D. Campbell in 1803,
who calls it an Indian portage long established,
and sa y s it w as formerly the route of
communication betw een Fort B eausejour and the
Acadian settlem ents on the river St. John.

This w as an ea sy and m uch-used
route, and a part of the regular route
to Nova Scotia. Morris, on his m ap of
1784 say s of it: “By P ortage from this
river to the R. Petitcodiack the
Indians of New Brunswick have
com m unication with the Indians of
th e Peninsula of Nova Scotia." The
K ennebecasis h a s a very gentle
current to the portage, and the
A nagance (from the M aliseet Oo-negunce, a portage) is nearly a deadw ater stream to the Petitcodiac,
which is easily navigable to its
mouth.

W ash ad e m o a k P etitco d iac

33 W ashadem oak- Petitcodac

Since th e North river, the continuation of the
This w as a route much used in travel
Petitcodiac, is not navigable, th e portage path
from the B eausejour (or Cumberland)
cro ssed from the W ashadem oak, about two miles region to Q uebec. The
above Nevers Brook, to the main Petitcodiac,
W ahsadem oak, or C an a an River is
fairly e a sy of navigation to the
which it reached about five miles below
Petitcodiac stateion. It w as hence about 12 miles
portage.
long, on e of the longest of the important portages
in the Province. Its route, a s given by a resident,
is show n on the accom panying m ap no 7 — I
a ssu m e its course is only approxim ate; indeed, I
have b ee n told by an Indian chief that it started off
by Salisbury—considerably farther down the river.
Extensive further description on p. 247

34 W ashadem oak-C um berland Bay on
Grand Lake

In this c a s e a small distance would have been
travelled on the W ashadem oak River before
leaving it for the path to G rand Lake. The route of
this portage, a s given m e by a resident is from 3
miles northeast of C oles Island straight through to
Cum berland Creek, four miles from the bay. In
conjunction with the prese n ce of a former portage
route here is the interesting fat that the nam e
given on the fine D em eulles-Franquelin m ap of
1686 to th e river emptying into Cum berland Bay,
Grand Lake, is Pichkotkouet, which su g g e sts Petkoat-kwee-ak, the Indian nam e of Petitcodiac.
The nam e Cum berland Bay is curious, and m ay
m ean that both the Indian and English n am es
w ere su g gested by the u se of th e se w aters a s a
part of a portage route to Petitcodiac and
Cum berland Bay at th e h ead of the Bay of Fundy.
It w as thourhg this region the New Englanders
w ent to attach Ford Cum berland in 1776 and
perh ap s a portage path then cut is the “road
m ade from St. J o h n ’s river to Chepody, by the
rebel arm y from New England"

35

Memramcook- W estcock

M entioned in the Parkm an MS (New France I
243) As show n on early m aps it followed the
p resent Frosty Hollow Brook. It is known locally
a s and Indian portage, and is said by the Indians
to have b een used by them .

S alm o n RiverR ichibucto

36

Salm on river- Richibucto

T he portage, le ss than three miles long, is over
level ground— it is m arked on Baillie and
Kendall’s m ap of 1832. T he Jesu it Relation of
1659 h a s “Regibonctou e st une belle riviere
considerable pour le com m erce qu’elle a avec les
sa u v a g e s d e la riviere S. John" Denys, 1672,
clearly refers to the portage, and it w as m ade the
boundary of D’Amours Seigniory in 1684. It is also
show n by a continuous line on th e FranquelinDeM eulles m ap of 1686.

W a sh ad em o ak B u c to u c h e

37 W ashadem oak- Buctouche

I have b een told by an Indian chief that th e re is a
portage here 2 or 3 miles long over which he h as
b een , but it s e e m s to be unknown to the white
residents.

38

The com m on route w as from Baie Verte to
P ortage Hill by a path and the n ce to Pont a Bnot
by ca noes, thence to Fort Beaujour by road, and
at th e bridge, all testim ony a g rees, the portage
path to Baie Verte started, going over the hill still
called Portage Hill. After the road to Baie Verte
w as built by the French, it w a s used a s a road. As
to th e precise course of th e ancient Indian trail,
however, I have not b een able to gather
satisfactory evidence. On this point tradition is
altogether untrustworthy, since the path m ust
have b een disused for nearly a hundred and fifty
years, and can so easily b e confounded with the
old French road. On th e one hand, from a study of
th e topography of the region w e would expect it to
follow the valley of the M isseguash to its very
head, and thence to cro ss the low ridge to the
h e ad of th e Verte River. This would enable the
Indians to u se both strea m s to som e extent at
high water, and would m ake the sh ortest and
apparently the e a sie st path. ... Mr. Monro sta te s
in another article (N ew spaper articles in the
“Chigneoto Post" in 1883 that the Indian path via
Portage Hill is now known a s the Baie Verte
Road. Mr. Shew en say s in his “N otes of Fort
Monckton" “Traces of that portage w ere se e n near
the h ead of the river, many y e ars ago, by Mr.
Munro, the veteran Crown Land Surveyor and
Civil Engineer, who d e scribes it a s being about
ten feet wide, and hollowed to a trough sh a p e
from wear."

Route Nam e

Po rtag e #

Portages asso c ia te d w ith route

St. Jo h n - R ic h ib u c to
This w as a very im portant and much
travelled route. The navigation of the
Salm on River is extrem ely easy, and
it flows nearly throughout its course
with a very gentle current- the
Richibucto is mostly e a s y travelling
by can o e

P etitc o d ia cR ichibucto
M isseg u ash -B a ie
Verte

M isseguash- Baie Verte

43

This w as a route of great importance,
m uch u sed by both Indians and
French, an d often referred to in early
docum ents. T he M isseguash is tidal
to above Point d e Bute, to which
point it m ean d ers a s a fresh-water
stream through lakes and bogs from
its cource above the p resent Portage
Bridge. At Portage Bridge the river
c e a s e s to be navigable,

246-247

G a n o n g ’s #

Route Nam e

P o rta g e #

A dditional D etails

Page #

P o rta g e s a s s o c ia te d with ro u te

D e sc rip tio n of p o rta g e

Hackm atack Lake- Tidnish

It is sta ted by Monro that the route finally selected
for a ship canal a c ro ss the isthm us is in the
vicinity of an old Indian trail; there would thus
h ave b een a portage route from n ear H ackmatack
Lake, on the M isseguash, through to Tidnish, near
its north branch

250

40 Tantramar- A bonshagan

It is said by the Indians there w as formerly a route
from their cam p ground near Midgic through to
th e Aboushagan, which p erhaps indicate an old
portage route from the h ead of the Tantramar, (a
stream flowing through bogs m uch a s the
M issiguash does) through to the A bonshagan
river; but I have no further information about it.

250

39

7B

M em ram cookScadouc

41

M emramcook- Scadouc

It is said by the Indians there w as a portage of
th ree or four miles in length betw een th e se rivers.
A stream at the h ead of the former river is on
so m e m aps called Indian Stream , which shows,
no doubt, where the route left Memramcook.

7C

P etitco d ia c- S h e d ia c

42

Petitcodiac- Shediac

T he only reference to this portage known to m e is
in a docum ent of 1756 given by R am eau de St.
P ere, which re ads: “De ChedaTque & la riviere
Pecondiak, c 'e st un portage de six lieues e t beau
chemin." It is marked on M ontresor’s m ap of
1768, and stated to be six leag u es in length.

250

43

E senm inae- Tormentine _NOT
LABELED AS IS COASTAL ROUTE

B etw een the different rivers of th e Richibucto
S ystem , i.e. from E senm inae to Tormentine, there
w a s a very e a sy route along the sea -co a st. The
low san d y sh o re s everyw here m ake landing from
c a n o e s ea sy an d safe, while and occasional
p ortage over narrow necks of san d allows long
stre tc h es to be m ade through lagoons and inside
san d y islands. It w as along this route that
Gamaliel Sm ethurst travelled in 1761 from
B athurst to Baie Verte, and his “narragtive" gives
a vivid picture of som e of the difficulties of such
travel.

250

44

Shem ogue- Baie Verte

A portage from the h ead of tide on the Shem ogue
to Bay Verte is m entioned a s part of a regular
route in the Parkm an MS (New France i, 265).
S m ethurst in 1767 w as taken a c ro ss country from
n e ar Shem ogue to Bay Verte. A six-mile portage
would p a s s over a level country, and cut off a long
d istance around C ape Tormentine

250

45

G aspereau- C ains River

T he portage, six miles long, p a s s e s over a nearly
level country. T he route is m entioned by Benjamin
M arston (who travelled over it) in his valuable MS
diary of 1785, an d is m arked imperfectly on
P urdy's m ap of 1815, Bouchette of 1815, Bonnor
of 1820, Baillie an d Kendall of 1832, and
elsew here. This is no doubt the portage betw een
Salm on River an d Miramichi mentioned in the
“Notitia of New Brunswick" p ag e 110

7D

S h e m o g u e - Baie
V erte

8
8A

Ordinarily the Memramcook is
navigable for c a n o es to Calhoun’s
Mills and the S e ad o n e to Sm ith’s
Mills, leaving an interval of som e
eight miles, which would be greatly
reduced in tim es of high water.

250

S t. J o h n - M iramichi
G a sp e re a u - C ain s
River

46 C ains River- B arnabys River- Not
enough detail

Possibly there w as som e route from C ains River
or Black Brook to Barnabys River, for the nam e of
a branch of th e latter, Sem iw agan, is in Micmac
Say-moo-wak-un-uk, strongly suggestive of owok-un “a portage." This is strongly confirmed by
th e Franquelin-DeM eulles m ap of 1686, the
original of which in P aris show s a continuous line
betw een w hat is apparently the Little Sem iw agan
and Black Brook. An ap p arent portage route on
this m ap in th e angle betw een the R enous, Main
South-w est and Little South-w est Miramichi, I am
unable to locate.

______

This w as a route of considerable
im portance. Both G aspereau and
C ains River, like others in the
Carboniferous are a of New
Brunswick, are e a sy of navigation
b e ca u se of their slight fall and
sm oothness of current.

250

251

The N ashw aak is easily navigable to
the portage, a s is the Miramichi.

251

8B

N ashw aak- S o u th w est-M iram ichi

47

Nashw aak- South-west-Miramichi

This w as a long but very important portage
running from n ear C ross C reek to above
Boiestown. As m apped and described for m e by a
resident, it started about a mile north of
N ashw aak Bridge P o st office, followed C ross
C reek to about Budagan Brook, thence followed
th e co u rse of the p resent railroad to beyond the
Clearwater, w hence it followed the course of the
p re sen t highway road to within two miles of
Boiesdown, w hence it turned directly to the river,
reaching it a t P ortage Bank, two miles above
Boiestown. this is no doubt the course of the first
P o rtage road, which in the main m ust have been
followed the Indian trail, though probably in high
w ater the Indian route w ent up C ross Creek a s far
a s Budagan Brook, and th ence possibly into the
Taxis.

8C

N ap u d o g an M iram ichi L ake

48

Napudogan- Miramichi Lake

A portage of three miles connected th e se waters.
It is no doubt the route referred to by Morris on his
m ap of 1784 a s “only three m iles portage
betw een the had of this river and the
southw estern branch of the River Miramichi

252

49

N ashw aak- Keswick- not enough
information

Munro refers obscurely to a portage betw een the
N ashw aak and th e Keswick, but I know nothing of
su ch a portage.

252

50

Becaguim ec- Naeawicac- not enough
information

T here m ay have b een a portage from the
Becauim ec to th e Nacawicac, for w here the
w aters approach very n e ar to one another, the
branch of the former is called Indian brook and
lake.

252

44

G a n o n g ’s #

Route N am e

8D

S hikatehaw kM iramichi

P o rtag e #

51

P o rtag e s as so ciated w ith ro u te

D escriptio n of portag e

A d d ition a l D etails

Shikatehawk- Miramichi

The route involved a long portage, som e fifteen
miles. Its course a s given m e by a resident is a s
follows: from the St. John River it followed the
valley of the Little Shikatehaw k, an unnavigable
stream , to about the p resent Gordonville, w hence
it followed about the course of the present
highway road, which c ro sse s it several times,
through Glassville, Highland and Argyle to
Foreston, 15 miles from the mouth of the Little
Shikatehawk. This w as, and is, the sh o rtest and
e a sie st route betw een the two rivers.

From Foreston the South Branch of
the Miramichi is navigable to the
main river, about fifteen miles.

52 Odell- North Branch Miramichi-Not
enough information

8E

Long L ake (Tobique)
- Little S o u th w e st
M iram ichi L ake

9

Page #

252

The sa m e resident tells m e there is an old
portage road from the Odell to the Falls on the
North Branch Miramichi, 17 m iles above the
Forks. I have no information a s to w hether w as an
ancient indian route through here, but it is
extrem ely probably th e re w as a route used by
hunting parties.

252

53

Miramichi- W apskehegan- Not enough
information

S am e R esident— from the h ead of the D eadw ater
on the Miramichi to the W apskehegan are
num erous portage roads used by lumbermen. I
have no information a s to w hether w as an ancient
indian route through here, but it is extrem ely
probably there w as a route u sed by hunting
parties.

252

54

Long Lake (Tobique) - Little Southw est
Miramichi Lake

This w as a little-used portage of som e eight miles,
fully described by Hind, in his Geological Report
(152). Both lakes are very difficult to reach,
however, on account of the very num erous falls
and rapids on the strea m s leading from them, and
hen ce this w as probably never a through route,
but only a hunter’s route; indeed it is called by the
Indians “the hunter’s portage"

252

55

Long Lake- O ther Lakes

Long Lake is but one of several at the h ead of the
southern branch of Tobique, all of which are
connected with o n e another by portages shown
fully on the m ap of the G eological Survey, and
described by Hind and, in part, by Gordon.

253

253

R ichibuctoMiramichi

9A

A long th e S e a -c o a s t

56 Along th e S ea -co a st

This no doubt w as m uch used, especially by
th o se going toward Miscou and Shippegan, who
probably used the Eel River— Portage river route
to avoid Point Escum inac, which is liable to very
heavy winds from the North. T hose going to
Miramichi River would no doubt take the P ortage
River—Bay du vin route.

9B

Bay d u vin- P o rta g e
river

57

Bay du vin- P ortage river

According to tradition this w as a very im portant
route in early tim es for both Indians and French.
... The route ran up th e Bay du Vin River three
miles, turned up Gulliver’s brook four miles, which
brouth the traveller to within two or three hundred
yards of the Two Mile Brook, emptying into G rand
or Eel River, up G rand River two m iles to Juniper
Brook up Juniper Brook to the lakes at its head,
ac ro ss th ose lakes to others on North Branch of
P ortage River and down this to Kouchibouguac
Bay. The country through which the route p a s s e s
is a great level pea t plain, with m any small lakes,
and the stream s have little fall. Midway of the
route is a pine grove, called “Coffee Island", a
favourite cam ping place for travellers. This route
h a s b een used by the Indians within m em ory of
Mr. Lewis, and tradition sa y s it w as the regular
route for the French from Miramichi to
Beausejour.

9C

Eel River- P o rta g e
R iver

58

Eel River- P ortage River

Another Portage River em pties into Miramichi
w aters e a st of G rand or Eel river, and h e a d s in
lakes n e ar others on Eel River, emptying into
Northumberland Strait. This probably formed a
minor portage route, especially for th o se going
directly North or South along the c o ast and
keeping inside the islands, enabling them to avoid
the w inds of C ape Escum inac

254

59

Portage River- P ortage River

Possibly a route ran betw een the two P ortage
Rivers

254

10

St. J o h n - N episiguit

10A

11

253-254

T he Nepisiguit, however, a s its Indian
nam e Win-peg-ij-a-wik signifies, is a
“hard river", falling a thousand feet in
seventy miles, and m uch broken by
falls and rapids. H ence a s a through
route this w as probably less used
than the much e a sier Restigouche.

254

60

Nictor Lake-Nepisiguit Lake

The portage betw een the lakes is an easily
travelled path som ew hat over two and a half miles
long— it is still used and no doubt is very old. It is
probably this route that Father Bernadin w as
travelling from Nepisiguit to the St. John w hen he
perished of hunger and fatigue in 1621 (LeClerq,
Nouvelle Relation, 211).

254

61

Nepisiguit- Indian Falls

On the north or left bank

254

62

Nepisiguit- Narrows

On the north or left bank

254

63

Nepisiguit- Grand Falls

On the north or left bank

254

Miramichi- Nepisiguit
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G a n o n g ’s #

Route Nam e

Along the S ea -co a st

D es criptio n of p o rtag e

Ad d ition al D etails

64 Along the S ea-c o ast

This route is fully described by Sm ethurst, who in
1764 w ent over th e route, going southward. He
sa y s of it “we co a ste d this afternoon thirty miles
upon th e se inland salt lakes. This country is so
full of the finest possible conveniences for
c an o e s, that it m ust blow a perfect storm to
disturb them .”

In com m on with the rest of the North
Shore, can o e travelling w as e a sy
along the coast: by carrying ac ro ss
the occasional narrow sand-necks,
nearly th e whole voyage from
Miramichi to Bay C haleur could be
m ade inside of islands and through
lagoons.

65

S m ethurst mentions a portage six mouth of
S hippegan, evidently that from Pokem ouche to
Treadie Lagoon

Po rtag e #

P o rtag e s asso c ia te d w ith ro u te

Pokem ouche- T raeadie Lagoon

By w hat is still called P ortage River- It is
m entioned also by P lessis in 1812

255

67 Tabusintac to Miramichi

For on th e former river on a large plan a “portage
brook" is m arked just below S tym est’s Millstream.

255

68

Upper Pokem ouche to G a sp e rea u creek

T here w as also probably a portage from the upper
P okem ouche to the G asp e reau creek, for an old
plan na m e s the small creek (a mile e a s t of
M attampeck on the south) forming the ea stern
boundary of the Indian R eserve Waginchitch, i.e.
O-wok-un-chich, “little portage". It is mentioned in
P erley’s report of 1841

255

69

Portage Cove- Alemek Bay

Early plans of Shippegan Island nam e the large
cove south-w est of the present P andora Point,
Portage C ove or P ortage Bay, but this probably
h a s reference to an early “P ortage Road" through
th e interior of the island to Alemek Bay.

70

P ortage River-Gordon Brook

This w as a much used route. It leads from
Portage River into G ordon Brook, which is called
by th e M icmacs O-wok-un, a portage. A road
probably folloing nearly the course of the portage
is show n on W ilkinson’s m ap, and it is known to
residents of the Miramichi though now
abandoned. A branch of it is said to have run from
n e ar th e north branch of the Portage River to the
Narrows and over this Sir Edmund H ead p assed
about fifty years. The portage is m entioned by
D enys in 1672. LeClerq, in 1677, mentions two
routes from Nepisiguit to Miramichi.

71

P abinean Falls to Deny’s Fort

LeClerq, in 1677 m entions two routes from
Nepisiguit to Miramichi, a shorter, leading through
the w oods from near th e “sault d e s Loups marins"
directly thorugh the w oods, used apparently only
in winter and traversed on snow shoes. By this he
w ent himself to D enys' Fort, (probably near
N eguac) in winter, suffering great hardships.

72

Nepisiguit (Em erys Gulch) to North W est Above Bald Mountain, on the Nepisiguit, is a
Miramichi
valley called Em erys Gulch, extending south six
miles to the North-west Miramichi. A winter
portage road now follows it. Probably it w as
anciently used a s a portage route, but I c an find
no record of it.

73

Main South Branch Nepisiguit- Sevogle

66 Traedie to Tabusintac

P ortage River-Gordon
Brook

In D ashw ood’s “Chiploquorgan" a n account is
given of his p a ssa g e from th e Nepisiguit, n ear the
Main South Branch, through to lakes on the
Sevogle, but this could not have b een a regular
route. No doubt th e Indians often struck away
through the woods regardless of portages, leaving
their can o es, a s in this c a se .

St. John- R estigouche

G rand River- W agan

T he brook, through rough a t its
mouth, affords fairly e a sy canoe
travel for som e fourteen miles to the
portage.

This w as the m ost travelled of all
routes acro ss the Province. The
Grand River is ea sy of navigation up
to the W agansis (ie Little W agan), up
which c a n o es could be taken for
so m e two miles.
74 G rand River- W agan

A level portage of two or three miles leads into the
W agan (micmac O-wok-un) a muddy, winding
brook, which flows into the Restigouche, which to
its mouth is a swift but smooth-flowing stream ,
unbroken by a fall, and alm ost without rapids. The
total fall from the portage is not over 500 feet, and
hen ce it is far e asie r to a sce n d than the
Nepisiguit, and consequently w as the main route
a c ro ss from Bay C haleur to th e St. John. For the
upper w aters of the St. John, a route from the
mouth of the Nepisiguit by Bay Chaleur to the
R estigouche and th ence to the Ct. John would be
both considerably shorter and much easier than
by th e Nepisiguit-Tobique route. This portage is
m arked on Bouchette, 1815, Bonner 1820,
Lockwood, 1826, Wilkinson, 1859, and the
Geological Survey m ap. On Van Velden’s original
survey m ap of the Restigouche, 1786, a “Carrying
place a cro ss the highlands" about 9 miles, is
given, doubtless a portage directly from W agan
from G rand R iver.... It is said in M cGregor’s
British America, 1833 (II, 66), that th e courier then
travelled up this river with mails for New
Brunswick and C anada, evidently by this route.
Form erly th e a ld e rs with b lo ck e d th e W agan
an d W a g e n sis w ere ke p t c u t o u t by trav e lle rs,
a n d e v e n by w orkm en p aid by th e P rovencial
G o v e rn m e n t (a s I h a v e b e e n told), b u t s in c e a
ro a d h a s b e e n c u t w ithin a few y e a rs from th e
St. J o h n d irec tly th ro u g h to th e R e s tig o u c h e
a t th e m o u th of th e W agan, th is ro u te is no
lo n g e r u s e d , a n d p ro b ab ly is now p ractically
im p a ssa b le .
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Restigouche, which to its mouth is a
swift but smooth-flowing stream ,
unbroken by a fall, and alm ost
without rapids. The total fall from the
portage is not over 500 feet, and
hence it is far easie r to ascen d than
the Nepisiguit, and consequently w as
the main route a c ro ss from Bay
C haleur to the St. John.

Route Name
G reen RiverKedgwick

D escrip tio n of p o rta g e

A dditional D etails

G reen River- Kedgwick

This portage is marked, a n old and new path, on
the m aps of the Geological Survey, running from
the Pem ouit branch of G reen River, six miles
a cro ss to the southw est branch of th e Kedgwick.
It is refered to obscurely by Munro in 1783

Both rivers are difficult of navigation
b e c a u se of their swift currents and
rapids. T he route m ust have been
u sed only by unters, a s it is too
difficult an d roundabout to be used
a s a through route.

76

NW Branch Upsalquitch- Nictor Branch
of Tobique

T here is said to be a portage path from the
northw est branch of Upsalquitch directly a c ro ss to
th e Nictor branch of Tobique, but I h ave b een able
to obtain no information about it. It m ust b e long,
difficult, and very rarely used. T he R e s tig o u c h e
c a n a ls o b e r e a c h e d from t h e S t J o h n by th e
N ictor-N episiguit ro u te (10A) a n d th e
N ep isig u it-U p salq u itch ro u te , to b e d e s c rib e d
b elow (13B) b u t th is w ould n o t b e u s e d a s a
d ire c t route.

Page #
256

256

NepisiguitR estogouche

Up to P ortage Brook the Nepisiguit is
very difficult of navigation; Portage
Brook is fairly e a sy up to Upsalquitch
Lake. From the lake to its mouth the
Upsalquitch is rapid, and with several
falls, and thus difficult of navigation.

257

Along th e S e a-c o ast

This route is safe for ca n o es, for
landing is everyw here easy, and
doubtless it w as greatly used.

256

NepisiguitUpsalquitch

I—
14A

P o rta g e s a s s o c ia te d w ith ro u te
75

P o rta g e #

77

Nepisiguit- Upsalquitch

Though not part of a through route, this portage
w as no doubt much used by hunting parties. Up
to P ortage Brook the Nepisiguit is very difficult of
navigation. Portage Brook is fairly e a sy up to the
portage, which is about three m iles long, and by
an ea sy path leads to Upsalquitch Lake. The
portage is marked on the Geological Survey map.

78

Upsalquitch- Ja c q u e t River

W ightman, in 1839 (boundary blue book of 1840)
p a sse d from Nepisiguit to Upsalquitch, and
the n ce apparently to Ja q u e t River, showing a
portage betw een th o se rivers. Returning, he cam e
up Middle River and then c e to Upsalquitch, but
his exact route is not stated.

257

79

Forty-mile Brook and Tattagouch Lake

O n th e P e ters survey m ap of 1832 is m arked a
“Tattagonch Portage Brook: Tattagonch Lake
about 15 miles" but applied wrongly to the
Upsalquitch Portage Brook, which in turn is
confused with Third Forks Brook. Probably the
Tattagouch Portage Brook w as really Forty-mile
Brook, and there w as a hunter’s portage betw een
it and Tattagouch Lake.

257

M etapedia-M atante

80

M etapedia-M atante

T here app e ar to have b een two routes betw een
th e se rivers. Wilkinson’s Map h a s on the
C a saupsenl “H as a portage to Matane"
Bonchette, on his m ap of 1831, m arks a portage
from M etapedia Lake to Riviere Blanche, which is
perh ap s an error for th e M atane. B onchette also
refers in his Topographical Dictionary to a portage
direct from the lake to the St. Lawrence. This
route is m entioned by St. Valier in 1699. and is
probably the route referred to by Cham plain. Von
V elden’s Map of 1786 sta te s that after reaching
the h ead of M etapedia Lake “the travellers take
the woods, and after ten le ag u e s m arch, they
reach the R. St Lawrence, n e ar the roes of Grand
Matice.

257

Patapedia-M etis

81

Patapedia-M etis- Found but not on
current NB map- northern border of NBoutside bounds of province

This portage is m arked on the G eological Survey
Map a s of three-quarters of a mile, from
A w aganasees, to Uper Metis Lake. Beilin, in his
“R em arques sur la Carte" of 1755, sa y s that one
can go by the Metis to the St. John. T h is m ight
b e p o s s ib le by th e M istig o u g ec h e, K edgw ick
Lake, K edgw ick a n d G ree n R iver (12B) by a
fairly d irec t, b u t very difficult ro u te, a n d a lso
ea sily by th e P a ta p ed ia, R e s tig o u c h e , a n d
G ran d R ivers (12A).

257

Kedgwick
(Quatawamkedgwick)
-Rimouski

82

Kedgwick (Quatawamkedgwick) Rimouski- Not on current m ap- outside
bounds of province

This portage is m arked on th e G eological Survey
Map. and is described in Bailey and M clnnes’
Report of 1888, M. 22. It is over a mile in length,
betw een the lakes a t the extrem e h e a d s of th ose
rivers.

257

This w as one of th e principal routes from th e St.
John to Q uebec. It led through Lake Tem isconata
by the Touladi River to Lac d e s Aigles, thence to
Lac d e s Islets, th ence by a short portage path to
the B oidbouscache River and down th e Trois
Pistoles. This route is described in Bailey and
M clnnes’ Geological Report of 1888 M, p a g e s 26,
28, 29, w here it is called “on e of the main
highw ays... betw een the St. Jo h n River and the
St. Lawrence"

257

R estigouche- St.
Lawrence

St. Jo h n - St.
Lawrence
Touladi- Trois Pistoles

83 Touladi- Trois Pistoles- Not on current
map- outside bounds of province
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G a n o n g 's #

Route N am e

P o rtag e #

Po rtag es as so c ia te d w ith route

D escriptio n o f portag e

Ashberish- Trois
Pistoles

84 A shberish- Trois Pistoles- Not on current
m ap- outside bounds of province

A n o th e r ro u te from T e m isc o n a ta to T rois
P is to le s w a s by w ay of th e A sh b e rish River.
This portage is m arked on Bouchette, 1831, and
is mentioned by him in his Topographical
Dictionary, and by Bailey in his “St. John River"
p a g e 48. It w as either this or the last m entioned
route that Captain Pote w as taken to Q uebec in
1745m a s he d e scribes in his Jounal, but the
description is not clear a s to which route w as
followed. T he co m p a ss directions and th e portage
and lakes mentioned by him would rather indicate
th e Ashberish route, though the editor of the
journal se n d s him by the Lac d e s Aigles

Tem iscouata- Riviere
du Loup

85 Tem iscouata- Riviere du Loup- Not on
current m ap- outside bounds of province

As early a s 1746 a portage path w as projected
along this route w here now runs the highway. A
docum ent of 1746 (Q uebec Ms. IV 311) reads
“N ous donnons ils ordres n e ce ssa ire s pour faire
pratiquer un chem in on sentier d ’environ 3 pieds
d a n s le portage depuis la Riviere du Loup a 40
lienes a u d e sso n s d e Q uebec ju sq u es au Lac
T6m isquata d ’ou Ton v a en canot par la rivtere St.
J e a n jusqu' a B eaubassiu, et ce poir faciliter la
communication avec I’E scadre e t pour y faire
p a sse r quelques detachem ent de frangois et
s a u v a g e s s'il e st n6cessaire. W hether or not this
path w as m ade we do not know. In 1761 this
route w as exam ined by Captain P ea ch (a s a m ap
in the Public Record Office show s), and about
1785, a road w as cut along it a s a part of the post
route from Q uebec to Nova Scotia. From that time
to the p resent it h as b een much travelled, and is
often referred to in docum ents and books.

St. Francis- Riviere
du Loup

86

Lake P ohenegam ook to LaFourche
branch- outside bounds of province, at
border betw een QC, Maine, and NB

T he exact course of this portage I have not been
able to locate, but it probably ran from Lake
Pohenegam ook to so m e of the lakes on the
LaFourche branch of the Riviere du Loup. The
Indian nam e of the St. Francis, P eech-un-ee-ganuk m ea n s the Long P ortage (P eech, long, oo-negun, a portage, uk, locative). T he first recorded
u se of this portage is in LeClerq in his
“Etablissem ent d e la Foi" He sta te s that about
1624, Recollet m issionaries cam e to Acadia from
Aequitaine, and th ence w ent to Q uebec in c a n o es
by the River Loup with two Frenchm en an d five
Indians . . . . It is w a s by th is ro u te St. Valier
c a m e from Q u eb e c to A cadia in 1686 o r 1687,
a n d a very d eta ile d a c c o u n t of th e difficulties
of th e v o y a g e is g iven in h is n a rrative. He
s ta te s th a t h e trav e lled a s h o rt d is ta n c e on th e
R iviere d u Loup a n d R iviere d e s B ra n c h e s an d
a long d is ta n c e on th e St. F ran c is. T his ro u te
h e d e s c rib e s a s s h o rte r b u t h a rd e r th a n th a t
ord in arily u se d .

87

Long Lake- St. Francis Basin- not on
map- outside bound aries of province

Betw een the Tem iscouata and the St. Francis
basin s are several portages- one from Long Lake
at h ead of the C abano to the St. Francis

Long Lake -Baker Lake- not on mapoutside boundaries of province

Between the Tem iscouata and the St. Francis
basin s a re several portages- Long Lake to Baker
Lake

15E

Black River- Quelle

89

Black River- Ouelle- outside boundaries
of province

15F

North-W est Branch
Riviere du Sud

90

North-W est Branch Riviere du Sudoutside boundaries of province

This portage is first referred to in a letter of 1685
from D6nonville to the Minister (Q uebec Ms. I
346): J e joins a cette carte un petit dessin du
chem in le plus court pour s e rendre d ’iey en huiet
jours d e tem ps au Port Royal en Acadie, par une
riviere que Ton nom m e du Sud et qu e n’e s t qu'a
huiet ou dix lieues an d e sso n s d e Q uebec. On le
ram onte environ dix lieues et par un portage de
trois lieues on tom be d a n s celle de St. J e a n wui
entre da n s la baye du Port Roual." This is
porbably the Grand P ortage referred to by Ward
Chipman in one of his letters of the last century.

St. John- Lake
Etchemin

91

St. John- Lake Etchemin- outside
boundaries of province

Po rta g es betw een th e se rivers are mentioned by
Bouchette under “etchemin" in his Topographical
Dictionary. The river received its nam e from its
u se by the Etchem eins (M aliseets and
Penobscots) a s a route to Q uebec

A d d ition a l D etails

Page #

there a re other minor o nes, all
m arked on the Geological Survey
Map.
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